
Interview No What does Climate Change mean to you?" Do you think the Australian government and people could 
do more on Climate?"

Did you know the Australian government gives, on average, 
$10.5 billion in subsidies to the Fossil Fuel industry each 
year?"

Do you think that money could be 
better spent elsewhere?"

1 It's a man-made catastrophe Yes
1 Man-made greatest challenge, inactivity is 

frustrating
Is being devolved to individuals Not exact Yes as with defence Government 

money needs to be redirectd
2 Threat to my future, cost of living will go up, 

migration changes, food sources all changing 
and unpredictable

need to step it up batteries not coal, maybe nuclear Not exact number Couldn't say 

3 Temperatures, GHG make it warmer and 
unpredictable

4 Our actions affect the future, gotta take care 
of the planet

Embarrassing could def go to a 
million other things that are more 
important

4 Important to me, for future generations. 
Important

Not exact value
I agree

5 Weather changing dramatically noticable Big Issue, everyone, It's a group effort. I may do 
something but if others don't...?

No Ididn't know I'm sure it could be better spent

6 No strong views. Idon't know how we are 
impacting it

No We need fossil fuels. don't we?

6 A bit Climate change, a bit cyclical No Yes we need fossil fuels
7 I don't know heaps, but I don't want the 

oceans to be polluted
Fossil fuels are negative aren't they

It's def real. Pollution from cars etc not ideal 
especially to trees etc, and it is causing seas 
to rise

Could be better spent elsewhere. 
The world's just a money making 
platform and that is not the way to 
save the environment, so 
elsewhere would be good

7 Poluution is a problem. Climate change is 
partly the cycle. Idon't think Climate change 
will be impacted much by what we can do

All govt's go under the table with 
fossil fuels. There's a lot of 
interconnection between fossil 
fuels and govts.

8 Climate was made by the creator. It has been 
cycle. That's what we have now - with la 
Nina. But humans seem to contribute with 
fossil fuels etc and deforestation. Could lead 
to the end of the world

9 Very big issue, it will be the end for us in the 
future

More could be done but we are too selfish. Govt is too 
involved with re-election

No Not sure

9 I agree In theory a lot could be done but it's not goin to happen
10 Is global warming No Could go to research into saving 

the planet
10 Could go intosomething 

environmental
11 Described the causes, capitalism, 

consumerism. Definitely exists. Could affect 
future generations. But we need to focus on it

Down to the discipline of people, and humans are not 
very disciplined. Processes are in place, but I am not very 
well versed. People should be responsible for their 
actions. It will always come down to the individual

No As a business student, you can see 
the motivation. It's unfortunate and 
unfair, but that's the reality, the 
broken world we live in. Obviously 
it could be spent better helping 
people.

12 I do science, It's the future, our future, and it's 
not a good one

Not doing enough Yes I don't think that's doing enough

13 The future there may be more disaters. For 
us a humans we should protect the 
environment

We should do more No

14 s a problem we all have to deal with. We've 
been screwing ourselves for 300 years and 
we need to find a way to deal with it

They could do more. no Definitely on a cause that involves 
people directly to netter get the 
base fuel line

15 Driven by the capitalist elite. Only gets action 
when there is a chance of increasing profit

We need to reorganise society to be based on the 
people.

16 No answers
16 Its the change in the ozone layer affecting 

eco systems
17 ve been fighting for climate for a while. I want 

to grow up in a word that isn't dying
Defintiely not doing enough at government level Yes Defintiely could go to health etc 

defintiely not fossil fuels, but on 
sustainable energy

18 Not really sure, don't think abou tit much
18 Not really sure, don't think abou tit much. But 

it's a negative thing.
No Coal mines are in politician's back 

pockets. But absolutely could do 
better

19 Tragedy Govt defintiely not, people maybe could. Some are others 
are doing nothing

N0 What she said

19 Devastating We could all do better! Yeah, what she said
19 Scarey if everyone says what difference can I (one person) 

make, then we are not going to go anywhere
20 Really big issue that big business and govt 

need to focus on . It has really bad 
consequences

Probably not. There's a few incentives but I don't think so I couldn't say

20 Yes they could spend it on solar 
panels and more sustainable things

21 Very evident, rising oceans coral bleaching Yes efinitely should go on more 
sustainable things. Our 
government definitely likesd to prop 
up fossil fuels

21 People should pay more attention to it. I 
would do soemthing if Icould

21 Big threat to everyone and could be taken 
more seriously

Not the best thing. That's terrible I 
don't like that at all

22 I know it's happening, pretty evident. It's a 
cycle. It is getting hotter

Of course we could decrerase our emission foot print, 
recycle reuse, take the train. Little things do matter

No Not looked into budget spending, 
but it can be used on much better 
things. 10 billion. It's astonishing on 
something that is damaging the 
earth. Maybe into something 
benefit the earth.

23 It's important to my future. If we don't do stuff 
now there may not be future for me.

I don't know No I'm  going to trust the government, 
but I know they do many 
questionable decsioins on many 
things like making money, but I 
think they could do more for 
renewables etc.

23 No Aren't they selling things? 10 billion 
is a lot



24 It has much to do with rising seas and melting 
ice and global warming

No Of course it could be spent in a 
better way

24 I'm from Denmark and as a child we would 
have had snow in winter, but now it is 
warmer, so it is changing

I agree

25 Idon't know much except carbon emisions 
don't really help

No Definitely the money could be 
better spent

Hotter weather - is a bad thing We could do so much more like electric cars. No I agree
26 Existential threat, important to our species 

and our planet.
Current government is trying to take steps. They cannot 
change overnight, so I am comfortable with the Labor 
government

Yes And yes, of course. But in terms of 
political commitment many things 
need to be balanced. But, yes, this 
needs to be their top priority
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